INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
by everybody's average mean giving up ideals of perfor-
mance, and lead to a steady deterioration in work ?
Thirdly, do the tests not encourage mere memory work,
are they not far too mechanical ? Fourthly, is not the
most important thing about a boy's work imponderable,
intangible, only to be appraised by an individual judgment
of an experienced teacher, and likely to be quite missed by
these patchwork tests ? The parts of the machine may
be there, but yet no machine.
To the first question the answer must surely be yes. A
child might, for example, learn Burt's or Haggerty's Reading
Tests as a medieval hedge clerk learned his neck verse;
and rattle them off on recognizing the first three words,
or the general pattern of the printing. In the bad old
days (or the good old days) of payment by results in Eng-
land children did practically learn by heart whole Readers,
so that the examining inspector was prone to produce
jealously guarded, unknown tests from his pocket. A
remedy has been suggested in multiplying alternative forms
of the tests. But it seems to me that the only real way
to avoid coaching is to hand the tests over to the teacher
as a means by which he can satisfy himself as to the standing
of his pupils and to accept his verdict. When authorities
wish to know in a more formal way how the children in
their schools stand compared with other districts, an already
published standard test can only be used if it is practically
certain to be unknown in the district; or an ad hoc test
must be constructed. This latter is comparatively easy if
co-operation between authorities can be secured* For let
a new set of questions, say in arithmetic, be made as similar
in all relevant respects as can be to a standardized test,
Let both sets then be given to, say, one thousand unselected
pupils (whole forms or classes) in some distant district.
And let the scores in the new questions be standardized
by comparison with the scores obtained in that test which
is already well known. This leaves something to accident,
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